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The letter exceeded in rare that it turned.

Following various dictionaries, included, but and place names.

AFLAJ plural

BHIMRAJ the

BHUMIJ a people

CLUJ of or

ESRAJ an

FALAJ a water

Oman (Cha

FUNJ a

GAJ Omanes~

GENJ a count

GUNJ a group

HAJ a

HAJILJI the

Afric~

HAJJ a pilgrim

HIJJ obsolete

JUBARAJ a nat~

KALEEJ a

KALII any (O

KANKREJ a

KHARAJ a tent

KHAWARIJ a sect of Isl~

KHRAJ a

KILIJ a Turk

KURUNJI a

MAHARAJ a

MUNI a tough

NARANJ Mal~

PAKHAWAJ a